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on the whole, we like the first part of the film just slightly better than the second part. the film stars
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amitabh bachchan, shah rukh khan, uday chopra and others. the film is a musical romantic comedy
drama. it received positive reviews from critics. the film stars shah rukh khan, preity zinta and

amitabh bachchan in the lead roles, with anil kapoor, sanjay dutt and danny denzongpa playing
supporting roles. it was loosely adapted from the 1990 novel,, mohabbatein 1999 hindi print full

movie, mohabbatein 1999. the novel was written by a. k. esmail —later credited as a.. the hindi film
received positive reviews from critics, with the performances of the lead actors, most of whom were
making their debut in bollywood, lauded in particular. amitabh bachchan, shah rukh khan and preity
zinta were praised for their strong performances, with the three leads being particularly commended

for their emotional portrayals. the film also brought the critics back to a period of indian cinema
which, since the success of raj kapoor's 1969 cult film awara, had been dominated by those films

that borrowed western ideas and themes, which were, ironically, based on indian historical events.
the film also earned a record 50,00,000 on its premiere day and continued to attract audiences in
the coming weeks. it became the biggest hit of the year, and earned a record gross of more than

200,000 crore. mohabbatein is a 2000 indian musical romantic drama film directed by aditya chopra.
the film stars amitabh bachchan and shah rukh khan in pivotal roles, along with six young

debutantes. aishwarya rai appeared in flashbacks as khans lover. 5ec8ef588b
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